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The Assassin's Creed Syndicate Season Pass secures you access to a variety of additional content and exclusive perks:

The Jack The Ripper expansion: track London's most famous serial killer

The exclusive A Long Night mission

Two top-tier sets of gear and weapons

The Last Maharaja mission pack

A permanent XP boost

500 Helix Credits to purchase additional in-game content

The Streets of London gameplay pack
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Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Ubisoft Quebec, in collaboration with Ubisoft Annecy, Bucharest, Kiev, Montreal, Montpellier, Shanghai, Singapore, Sofia,
Toronto studios
Franchise:
Assassin's Creed
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2015
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I wasted a $1. Highly enjoyable, pixel-styled fun with great soundtrack and a deep story. Recommended.. Strike sense and game
rhythm okay, the second off the scene is pretty good, and monsters hide and seek very interesting, but a bit challenging, and
suddenly died, need to play, familiar map
. There's finally more than one male voice actor for all the enemies. After using my detective skills to actually find the dlc in the
menu this is what I found;
First of all going off in the snowy mountains to do ninja training is the best back story ever, hell it worked for sub zero.
Using the ninja skills such as the shurikens, caltrops, smoke etc was pretty cool, but there was no content. And on the predator
map the ninjas were using machine guns which isn't very ninjery.
So even if you love ninjas like I do (and by love I mean you think ninjas are really cool, not as in you want to marry one
although that would be cool in its own way).
I can not recommend this game.. i cant play the game. i spent many many many hours playing netstorm when my dad randomly
picked it up for me. and from what i can tell the art seems very similar and nice. the controls seem similar aswell if unfinished.
sadly couldn't test out gameplay much at all. as there is no singleplayer yet and noone was online. tentatively i'd say its worth a
purchase from what i did manage to see even if the price is a bit steep.. Filtthy good... 10\/10 would do again!!... Gret point and
click hidden object game, it has lots of great puzzles which actually make you think. The main game was fun but when I got to
the bonus chapters I stopped getting achievements and the task and hints got stuck on the prison cell which is the first room in
the bonus content...I was able to complete it but it didnt record the achievements in steam and the bonus minigames show as
locked still.
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As of right now the game is not playable. The deck you build as you get better by training does not work. You will spend hours
training and fighting matches, only to realize the 40 cards you have saved in your fight deck is not the same cards your being
dealt in fights. As you rank up and fights get harder, you will notice the more as you get to know your cards and see that you put
very good cards in you deck than what you started with, but in fights you are still being dealt trash cards that you took out along
time ago. So you loose the fight. Your playing a game using random cards each fight though it's supposed to be using only the 40
cards you built your deck with. I will change my review when they fix the game stopping bug, because this could be a good
game. but as of right now do not buy.. I am speechless. Even 30 seconds of a Valve employee looking at this and we could have
avoided having it on the storefront.
This is ugly and terrible.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/YMBFrr_7v8Q. Nice dlc that's worth the price to me. The more options the better.. Leatherface is one guest
character I would never have expected. That being said I think he has decent moves, and an overall unique fighting style. Overall
he seems like a decent addition, at least mechanically.. I'm already liking the DLC and I just started playing the main game,
definitely appreciate that the DLC starts showing its value super early (2nd stage). Recommended buy if you liked the main
game.. The executable still has SecuROM in it even though it's been broken in Windows 10 since years ago.. Amazing game, but
we need multiplayer mode
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